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SC FARENSE PORTUGAL TOUR
We departed OR Tambo International Airport with excitement and nerves. For all the boys, this would be
their first time playing football in Europe and experiencing Portuguese culture. As we headed through
passport control, the energy was palpable. We boarded the plane and headed towards Luanda and onto
Lisbon in a Northerly direction. After a three-hour bus ride, we arrived in Faro, a beautiful seaside city
filled with Portuguese culture and foreign influence from the tourism trade. We were well received by
Nuno Barroca, SC Farense's Head Scout, who has become a family member of the BSI Football Academy. 

Day 1 – Sunday – 22/01/23

As soon as we arrived in Faro, we hit the ground running. We traveled directly to watch the SC
Farense U18 team in action against their local rivals. Arriving at the game, the boys were attentive
and soaked up their first experience of European football. They took it all in and had the chance to
assess what they were getting themselves into. After a short while, the boys started to feel more
comfortable. We were treated to the usually light-hearted vernacular and English commentary
that accompanies most BSI Football Academy fixtures. Watching the game appeared to ease the
tension and provided us with a measuring stick for the coming week. Their first training session
was scheduled for Monday evening, a cold but dry night under the Portuguese stars. 

Day 2 – Monday – 23/01/23

We woke up on Monday feeling refreshed and ready for what was in store. After a slow and lazy
start, we headed off to the Sao Luis stadium, the home of SC Farense. On arrival, we met all the
background staff, and the players received their official SC Farense training kit. We were then
given a full stadium tour, including the home team change room and an opportunity to walk down
the tunnel onto the pitch. After the stadium tour, we headed off to lunch at the University of the
Algarve canteen. The boys had their first taste of traditional Portuguese food – grilled fish and
vegetables. Appetites satisfied, we returned to the hotel for a short rest before heading off to
training. 

Players who traveled
 

Bonolo Mosala
Samukelo Khoza

Junior Malebatsane
Olwethu Gumenge
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There was a nervous energy in the hours leading up to training. For all the boys, this was an
unknown. How would they be received? What about the language barrier? All those years spent
dreaming about training in Europe were just a few hours away. No longer just a dream – today
a reality. The training ground was a short trip away from the hotel and the excitement from
earlier had settled into stillness. On arrival at Campo de Penha, the SC Farense training ground,
the players were received by the SC Farense coaching staff and their new teammates. A
reception like no other. Football unites the world, and tonight it was on full show. The SC
Farense boys welcomed our boys in like old friends. A buzz filled the changing room, and the
excitement could be heard in the stands where we were seated. Tonight a story would be
written, written by the stars that guided Portuguese explorers centuries before, a story written
by South African dreamers who would taste the rich Portuguese football culture for the first
time.

The training session went well, and the boys integrated well into the style of play and intensity.
All the work done throughout the years at BSI was now paying off, and playing football in
Europe with a purpose. The excitement levels were exponential after training, and the ride
home was filled with laughter and enthusiasm. 

Day 3 – Tuesday – 24/01/23

Tuesday morning, we woke up to clear skies and cool temperatures. We were heading off to
watch the SC Farense U23 team train. This team comprises the most promising talent in the
Algarve and international players looking to break into the 1st team. The transition from youth
to competitive football is monumental. The difference is exponential, and often the chasm
between the two is too big for most players to overcome. To understand the difference, you
need to see and feel it. You need to see the other side to get to the other side. Watching the U23
squad did exactly that, and it was a fantastic opportunity for the boys to see what they needed
to achieve in the next 3-5 years. We were in Portugal to expose them to the levels and fill them
with the drive to reach their potential. 
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Tuesday was supposed to be a rest day, but the feedback from Monday's training was so positive that
they were invited to train again. This time, with the U17 SC Farense team that competes in the age group
national championship, second division. A level up from the day before, a level that the players were
ready to get tested against. The boys jumped right in and left off where they started on Monday. Another
opportunity to learn and integrate into their development. After two good training sessions in a row, we
were on a roll. 

Wednesday - 25/01/2023

Wednesday morning started with hot chocolate and a hearty breakfast. Then we headed off to watch the
U23 squad play against their local neighbors, Olhanese. Due to the rivalry, this was an uncommon
friendly game and meant we were in for a competitive fixture. The game allowed us to learn from the
intensity and understand the tactical requirements of European football. 
Following lunch, we had some time to relax and prepare for the evening's training session. The boys
were able to build on their successful first two days and continued to grow into the European style.
Wednesday's training included various small-sided games that tested their intensity and tactical
intelligence.

Another enjoyable night under the lights in Faro. It is fair to say that the boys needed a much-deserved
rest day on Thursday. 

Thursday – 26/01/2023

Thursday morning started slowly, and after a lazy breakfast, we headed off to explore the Algarve and
the quaint villages and towns that dotted the Iberian coast. We arrived in Vilamoura to explore the
marina and walk on the beachfront toward Quarteira. Next, we walked passed the fish markets, boat
yards, yachts, and seaside apartments. We stopped for lunch at a local restaurant, and the boys learned
that a burger isn't a South African burger in Portugal. After trying out a local desert, we returned to
Vilamoura and continued towards Vale de Lobo and Quinta Lago, two of Portugal's most prestigious
residential and golfing destinations. Nothing like million-euro homes to inspire the boys to dream big!

We arrived in Faro late afternoon and returned to the hotel for much-deserved rest and relaxation. 
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Friday – 27/01/2023

Friday marked our last day in Faro and the last training session for the week. With the SC Farense
team preparing for a game on the weekend, training was filled with lots of goal-scoring, set pieces,
and high-energy small-sided games. When the training ended, it was fantastic to see the
camaraderie between all the boys. Football had turned strangers into friends, a common language
when words were missing. The energy that filled the post-training discussions was infectious. One
week, four training sessions, and 30 friends. Our time at SC Farense had ended, but the bonds built
were just getting started. 

To celebrate a great week in Faro, we ended Friday night with late-night waffles at the Forum
shopping center. 

Saturday and Sunday – 28-29/01/2023

On Saturday morning, we started a journey back home. We departed Faro by bus and made our way
to Lisbon. After three hours, we arrived in Lisbon and jumped on the Metro into town. We spent the
weekend exploring Lisbon on foot, by taxi, or on a train. Moving through the rich history and
embracing the diverse cultural influences that painted Portugal's capital over centuries. From the
home of the Pastel de Belem to the Benfica FC stadium. Portugal had served up everything we could
ask for, soccer, sunshine, and scrumptious pastries. We came to experience European football, and
we left having explored Portuguese culture. 

From Lisbon to Luanda and Angola to Egoli, we landed safely in South Africa on Monday morning to
the warm embrace of family. Our bags were filled with souvenirs, our minds filled with memories,
and our hearts filled with joy and inspiration. Travel, education, and sport have the power to change
to the world. In partnership with SC Farense, the BSI Football Academy has ticked all the boxes. 

Obrigado, 
Until next time!

Eurico Marques
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Develop education opportunities through collaboration with international football organizations,
federations, and stakeholders
Showcase Southern African sports expertise and knowledge 
Provide grassroots and elite youth coaches and administrators with a unique, world-class youth
football symposium experience.

We are proud to announce that we will be hosting a Youth Football Symposium to bridge the gap
between grassroots and high-performance football. 

The mission:

The symposium will be hosted at our Modderfontein Campus, and has limited spaces. This world-
class line-up will provide participants with high-quality content that is relevant and applicable to
youth football in Southern Africa. The first-of-its-kind symposium includes both theoretical and
practical sessions that will provide participants with the latest trends in international youth
development. 
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THE BOYS ARE BACK!
The Youth and Elite development boys are back in town. Both programs are back in full swing and
we are excited to welcome back old friends and meet all the new students who are joining the BSI
Football family. The study centre is open and all the programs are running on all cylinders.
Enrollment is still open for the both programs – sign-up today to ensure that you too can
experience a professional football environment that aims to maximise your potential. 

YOUTH FOOTBALL SYMPOSIUM
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Sponsors/Partners

JUNIOR 
FOOTBALL 

 REIMAGINED

In partnership with Soccer Coach Weekly, participants
will receive 30% off the SCW and Women's Football
publications. Soccer Coach Weekly is a leading
educational resource that has proven and easy-to-use
soccer drills, coaching sessions, practice plans, small-
sided games, warm-ups, training tips, and advice for
grassroots coaches. This incredible resource is filled
with international contributors from diverse
environments and has the power to revolutionize
coach education in any context.
 
The diverse line-up means that there is something for
everyone and plants the seeds that will strengthen
grassroots football in Southern Africa!

Meet, network, and sharpen your intellectual sword.

Will you be there? 
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